
Each year LOCAL Life retains an 

independent audit company to verify our 

circulation and audience demographics.  

An independent audit is the only way a 

publication can truly prove it is delivering 

the quantity and quality of readers it claims.  

There are only 4 accredited audit companies 

in the country.  In addition to the verification 

audit, we conducted a survey to understand 

readers’ perceptions and feelings towards 

LOCAL Life.  This helps us continue to 

improve and deliver the content our readers 

want.  The more our readers enjoy and 

engage with our content, the more they 

engage with our advertisers.  

These are the ‘verbatims’, the actual 
words people typed into the survey for 
the questions that asked for additional 

comments.
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“Gone to an advertiser’s website”

“I mark products or services for later purchase or reference, ie., seasonal, gifts, etc.”

“Visited restaurants”

“Visited the advertiser’s website”

“Ripped out for future reference”

“New shops that have opened”

“Go to a restaurant, art gallery, or do something involved with nature” 

“I love to find out about new stores and about stores that I never knew existed”

“Dined at a restaurant”

“Visited Pyramids”

“Tried a new restaurant or an old favorite”

“Bought some gifts at the Spirited Hand (near Hobby Lobby) and we bought food items at an Italian 

restaurant”

“Helpful for new information.”

“Used a recipe I read”

AFTER SEEING AN AD IN LOCAL LIFE
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“Quite a few recipes, places to go, things like that.”

“While I don’t physically cut it out, I earmark it and reference later when online to bookmark content for 

later reference.”

“Recipes, day trips, events, books to read”

“Home ideas, Fine dining, Business ads”

“Recipe....home decorating ideas”

“Interesting history or things happening in the area”

“Exercise, out of the way places to visit, recommended book list.”

“Recipes, local shopping items, kitchen/decor photos”

“Recipe, event info, gift idea, hurricane article”

“Kitchen remodeling”

“Recipes, great photos, ideas, Mensa quiz”

“Historical articles, design inspirations, a local shop/restaurant  I would like to visit.”

“Something from almost every issue”

“Recipes, ads, things to do, the cover”

“Articles to send to family in California, encouraging them to move out here.”

“Ideas for recipes, for home decor and addresses of events that were happening around town”

“Picture of a new house for decorating ideas!! Gifts to order for family!!”

“All the time. Recipes. Restaurants that I want to check out. Shopping . Cultural events.”

HAVE YOU EVER CUT OUT A PAGE OF OUR MAGAZINE, 
AND IF SO WHAT?
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“Go page by page, starting at the beginning”

“Food / restaurants”

“Front to back - page by page”

“What interests me”

“None, I read from the first page to the last!  I don’t skip around.”

“I look through it cover to cover, then go back through it slowly reading what grabs me.”

“Description of front cover”

“Table of contents”

“Read from cover to cover”

“The spotlight on the person who lives locally; fish of the month”

“Gardening.”

“House stuff”

“I go back to front.... not sure why!!”

“I particularly like the articles about local faces and culture.”

“Start at beginning and read in entirety. Enjoy all of it!”

“Scan it all and then come back..usually recipies”

“Don’t want to miss anything so I start at the beginning.”

“Local events/homes”

WHAT IS THE FIRST SECTION OF THE MAGAZINE YOU 
TURN TO?
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“Awesome resource”

“A great magazine that really shows off our beautiful Low Country.”

“A variety of quality local content.”

“Classy and full of good local information.”

“Entertaining, enlightening, engaging”

“Beautiful photography, interesting articles”

“Hilton Head in a nutshell”

“Informative, Beautiful, Timely”

“Trendy, classy, interesting”

“Upscale intro to our Beaufort County paradise.”

“A visual treat!”

“Reflects the community!”

“Informative- educational- uplifting”

“It’s top notch and a must read for Lowcountry enthusiasts”

“Having been here almost 45 years, it’s a great way to get someone who is new up to speed.”

“Fun magazine to read whether you are a snowbird or a permanent resident”

“Best magazine of our area!  Love the layout, quality of photos, etc.”

“Informative, lively info, great pictures, good ideas, calmness”

WHAT 2-3 WORDS WOULD YOU USE TO DESCRIBE LOCAL 
LIFE TO A FRIEND?
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“Keep up the great work!”

“Love your history features.”

“I look forward to your magazine every month. I learn new things about our extraordinary low country 

and discover great places to explore. The photos are amazing! Keeps my eyes dancing on every page!”

“ENJOY THE LOCAL FOCUS!!! KEEP IT UP!!!”

“Wonderful magazine! Thanks.”

”I just love this magazine.  We are going to Chez George’s for the second time in two weeks to introduce 

new friends to the cuisine which was introduced t9 us by your magazine!”

“Restaurant listings especially noting new openings and those closing.”

“Interviews with people who visit HHI and what they like to do, stay, eat etc.”

“I love this magazine as we are new to the area. We have used many of the hiking/walking areas ideas 

you display in the magazine and love the information about the artists, chefs, restaurants, etc. the 

magazine gives us new places to explore. Thank you!!”

“This publication keeps everyone informed on all the happenings on Hilton Head Island. We are very 

happy and fortunate to call this home.”

”I’ve loved everything so far in the magazine!!!”

“I like the entire magazine. Cover to cover!”

GENERAL COMMENTS


